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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/20/2024

Description 2024 Grand Design Momentum MAV 22MAV, Grand Design Momentum MAV toy
hauler 22MAV highlights: Universal Docking Station Walk-In Shower Three Burner
Range USB Ports Ramp Door/Patio 2,500 Lb. Tie-Downs ? Head for the lake in
this toy hauler that can sleep five campers each night. You will have 13' 6" to 17'
of total garage length when the Murphy bed is folded away and no wheel wells in
the garage so you can fit toys and gear in easily. Your crew can relax on the
rollover sofa with a table , and the top bed will be perfect for your guests to sleep
on. The front queen Murphy bed includes drawers to store clothes, plus overhead
storage for personal belongings. In the morning, you can prepare breakfast on the
three burner range with an oven, pour yourself milk from the 12V 8 cu. ft.
refrigerator, then relax on the dual lounge chairs . This model also includes a patio
with a pull down screen to let fresh air in without letting the bugs in! ? The
Momentum MAV toy hauler travel trailers by Grand Design are designed to
provide exactly what you need. The spacious garage provides tons of cargo
space, with no wheel wells to get in the way. Additional storage includes
unobstructed pass-through storage , underbed storage with a gas strut lift, and
overhead consoles throughout. Conveniences like motion sensor lights and USB
outlets will make your life easier, and you will be comfortable in all seasons with
the 35K BTU furnace plus 15K BTU ducted air conditioning . This unit is prepped
for two televisions in the living room and bedroom, if you need any more
entertainment on your trip!?

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 21141526
VIN Number: 35184-21141526
Condition: New
Length: 27

Item address Sturtevant, Wisconsin, United States
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